
 
 
 

 
 

The great big shit-shovelling machine 
 
I was explaining to a client running a housing repairs service what was happening in his organisation. 
Customers could order repairs in two ways. They could call the 'hotline' and wait for a long time for a badly 
paid, probably new-in-post operative to take their call. Or they could visit their local Housing Office and a 
housing officer would spend a long time on the computer system or on the phone to housing repairs.  
There were six different 'levels' of repair, each of which had a different ‘standard’ resolution time (part of the 
‘customer promise’).  
There were hundreds of different codes for the different jobs that needed doing.  
Naturally, the result of the customer talking to the customer service officer (neither of whom were likely to 
know exactly what needed doing) was usually that the code was wrong – at least half the time, in fact.  
Once in the system, administrators would parcel out the jobs according to priority to operatives. Now because 
of the complexities and inaccuracies coming in, and because they were paid according to the schedule of rates 
(by reference to those hundreds of codes), operatives would try to swing better jobs – and avoid the lower 
paying ones.  
Because of the different promised resolution times, the poor quality information coming in and lack of 
feedback to customers, by the time the operative got to the address the problem had often been fixed after 
the tenant called again and made it sound more urgent – or the tenant might not have been informed of the 
appointment and would be out.  
When the operative did get to the job they would usually find it wrongly specified – and if they didn’t, they 
might choose to re-specify anyway, to increase their pay.  
All of this meant a huge amount of additional calls from frustrated tenants tying up the contact centre and 
housing office staff – at least half the calls they were getting were this type.  
Because the operatives couldn’t be trusted in this system, and anyway even the honest ones had to re-specify 
most calls, there was a huge amount of inspection.  
Because of the different service levels for different priority repairs, there was additional paperwork.  
And there were an army of administrators and finance officers chasing their tails because each type of repair 
meant different pay to the operatives, and different transactions between the housing revenue account and 
the direct services trading account – and these figures kept changing as each job was re-specified.  
All this frantic activity meant that planned repairs had pretty much gone out the back door – but staff I spoke 
to in the organisation rated themselves as the best in the country at dealing with responsive repairs. 
The Best Value Inspectors had just been in, and commended the organisation on their range of customer 
contact options, and their comprehensive service standards – but recommended a higher level of inspection to 
ensure standards were being met. 
As I explained all this to the direct services manager, I could see his eyes light up with understanding. “So”, he 
said, “what you’re saying is – if we create this shit in the first place, we’ve got to build a great big machine to 
shovel the shit”.  


